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Editorial: Green Legacy for a lush Ethiopia

This year marks the fourth round of Ethiopia's 'Green Legacy' campaign to
plant and care for seedlings across the country. A total of 17.4 billion
seedlings were planted over the four-year duration. Every year, over 20
million people participated in the planting and nurturing of seedlings. The
federal government, regions all the way to the zonal and woreda levels,
and stakeholders from all sectors have all worked hard to demonstrate
institutional coordination. 
  
Read more: https://bit.ly/39VIyeh

Key Activities of the Month:

https://bit.ly/39VIyeh


June 2, 2022, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed, senior government officials, and
former Prime Minister Hailemariam Desalegn visited natural endowments
in Bale Zone of Oromia Region and reviewed pipeline projects.

June 5, 2022, Under the motto "Our Sacrifice for the Unity of Our Country
and the Peace of Our People," a recognition and appreciation program was
held for the leadership and members of the police force. Police leaders and
members have been recognized for their heroic and outstanding work
during the law enforcement campaign, the Operation for National Unity in
Diversity campaign, and other police activities. Prime Minister Abiy
Ahmed, who presided over the event, stated that the security institutions
are being built to protect the country from destructive forces and to ensure
the next generation inherits a peaceful Ethiopia.

June 9, 2022, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed and his delegation arrive in
Mogadishu, Somalia for newly elected President Hassan Sheikh
Mohamud's inauguration.



June 13, 2022, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed met with Italian Foreign
Minister Luigi Di Maio to discuss national and regional issues of mutual
interest.

June 15, 2022, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed attended the 13th regular
session of the House of Peoples' Representatives and responded to
questions forwarded by members of the House on a variety of topics.

June 16 &17, 2022, The Office of the Prime Minister's Press Secretariat
hosted the quarterly Addis Weg discussion platform, which was divided
into three sessions titled 'Searching for the Golden Mean among Extremes.'
The first session included a lecture on extremism's definition, context, and
historical trajectory. The second session focused on the manifestations and
consequences of extremism, as well as its psychological foundations and
political, ethnic, and religious manifestations. The third session
concentrated on counter-extremism measures, including a review of the
government's counter- extremism response and strategies.



June 21, 2022, Green Legacy' planting program’s fourth round began in the
presence of Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed and senior government officials.
Prime Minister Abiy urged citizens to plant 100 seedlings each, as he
planted the first ten of his goal of 100 seedlings. The fourth round of Green
Legacy is themed "Our Legacy for Our Generation."

June 24, 2022, Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed attended BRICS Plus
International Development Dialogue hosted by China's President Xi Jinping.



The Prime Minister stated that such forums, when followed by collective
actions, would significantly contribute to resolving the international
community's multifaceted challenges.

Press Releases and Statements
  
June 30, 2022 
Watch here:  https://bit.ly/3NAmt2n 
  
June 6, 2022 
Watch here:  https://bit.ly/3OmXocr 
  
Responses to House of People's Representatives questions 
            
Watch here:  Part 1: https://bit.ly/3A2AZwD 
                   Part 2: https://bit.ly/3A2Bc2T        

Quote of the Month
 

“As we embark on the fourth round Green Legacy, the central idea is that
Ethiopia is not only capable of initiating and completing larger visions, but

also of learning from the process and sharing the lessons with the rest of
the world. In light of this message for our continent and country, it is

critical to examine and understand the work from this same perspective." 
– Prime Minister Abiy Ahmed

Photo of the Month
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